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“This country will not be a good place for any of us to live in unless we make it a good place for all of us to live in.” — Theodore Roosevelt

A PARADE AND PATRIOTISM IN SONG
TO M M I L L E R

Unfurl your flags , decorate your bikes,
trikes, strollers, and wagons. Get out those
blue shorts with the stars and your WattsHillandale T-shirt. The 67th annual Watts
Hospital-Hillandale neighborhood Fourth of
July parade and celebration is upon us! It is the
oldest, unbroken Independence Day tradition
in Durham — a neighborhood affair open to the
whole city. Last year upwards of one thousand
people attended.
Despite its fame and size, it remains a very
simple event, true to its neighborhood origins.
In the early morning hours on the Fourth, neighbors decorate Oval Park with hundreds of flags.
At about 9:30, people begin to gather on Oakland Avenue at Club. It’s just a trickle at first,
then a torrent. They come from around the block
and around the world. They bring their flags
— U. S. flags, flags of their home states, flags of
their home countries. E Pluribus Unum! The fire
engine comes to lead the parade. At 10 o’clock a
blast of the siren and they are off! Down Club
to Alabama, a right turn and back to the park
on Woodrow.
As the crowd gathers around the flagpole a
big, bright, new flag is run to the top. Someone
leads the group in the Pledge of Allegiance. And
then, perhaps, the loveliest part of the event occurs — the O. K. Chorale begins to sing the Star
Spangled Banner. Strong voices, perfectly tuned,
project across the crowd. There is no microphone. There are no loud speakers. The crowd is
hushed at first — startled at the beauty and torn
between joining in or just listening — but then
hands go to hearts and by the time the bombs are
bursting in air everyone is singing. It is without

any doubt the most beautiful and moving rendition of the national anthem. It ends in heartfelt
applause. The crowd relaxes and more songs and
fellowship follow.
The O. K. Chorale has been part of the
Fourth of July tradition for many years. The
connection is Watts-Hillandale neighbor
and chorale David Dodson. According to the
group’s historian, Florence Nash, the chorale
was formed about 25 years ago when she, David
and a handful of singers from the Choral Society
of Durham arranged to get together for an occasional evening of song. It didn’t matter what
they sang — a spiritual, show tune, or Victorian parlor song. In time the word got around
and someone invited the group to perform for
a public function. For this debut a name was
required, so the ensemble became the O. K.
Chorale, which, they felt, reflected the appropriate degree of seriousness.
More gigs materialized: the odd wedding or
funeral; church services; an eight-part arrangement of the national anthem delivered from the
Durham Bulls’ pitcher’s mound; and opening the
Roller Derby by performing the same arrangement at Dorton Arena.
Of all these performances, the group claims
its most distinguished and repeated appearance
has been in Oval Park for the Watts-Hillandale
Fourth of July celebration, which the O. K. Choralers consider a pleasure and an honor. The truth
is, of course, that the pleasure is all ours. We are
fortunate indeed to have the O. K. Chorale lead
us in song. This year, be sure to thank Florence,
David, and all the chorale members for their gift
to us of years of music.

JULY 4 VOLUNTEERS NEEDED!
Many hands are needed to make our Fourth
of July parade and celebration the really
wonderful event the neighborhood has come
to love. We need flag putter-uppers and
taker-downers, T-shirt sellers, traffic directors,
lemonade dippers, parade marshals, and
cleaner-uppers. We also need a tall extension
ladder and a couple of pick-up trucks.
There are jobs for everybody. In all about
20 people will make it go smoothly and
fast. And it’s fun! Volunteers report to the
north side of Oval Park at about 8:15 on
the morning of the Fourth. If you can help,
please join us on Monday morning, July 4,
and please email our July 4 event coordinator,
Tom Miller, at tom-miller1@nc.rr.com.

NEIGHBORHOOD T-SHIRTS
Be hip and with-it. All you need is a genuine,
authorized and official Watts HospitalHillandale T-shirt. There are many designs
to choose from in a rainbow of colors.
There will be a shirt to fit everyone (if you
are small, medium, large or XL). All shirts
are natural, breathable cotton (with maybe
some polyester). Watts-Hillandale T-shirts
can be acquired for $12 cash or easy terms
at the annual July 4 parade or any other
time by contacting Tom Miller, our man in
underwear, at tom-miller1@nc.rr.com.

WIN A TOP-QUALITY U. S. FLAG
We have a number of U.S. Flags to give
away — just in time for the Fourth of
July. These flags are 3' x 5', and are made
of bright nylon with sewn stripes and
embroidered stars. To get your name in the
drawing, send a post card with your name
and address to WHHNA, 1110 Virginia Ave.,
Durham, NC 27705 or send Tom an e-mail
at tom-miller1@nc.rr.com. The drawing
will be held on July 1 and the winners will
receive their flags in time to display them on
the Fourth!
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Comings & Goings
If you know a new neighbor or are one yourself, please contact
Wendi Gale: wendigale@gmail.com
ANNE and JEAN BAPTISTE VINLUAN of 2218 W. Club Blvd. would like to announce the
birth of their daughter, DELANY FITZGERALD VINLUAN. Delany was born April 9 at the
Duke Regional Hospital, at 7 lbs. 5oz. and 20.5 inches. She enjoys nursing, sleeping and being outdoors.
SHANNON, CARL, and big brother STUART (4) RITCHIE welcomed ALICE MARJORIE to their family on Nov. 11. The Ritchies live at 2517 W. Wilson. Mom Shannon says that Alice
is one of three babies born since November on their street!
AISHA ANSANO, who grew up on Tampa Avenue and attended Powe, Brogden, and Riverside,
graduated from Harvard Divinity School on May 26 and has accepted a two-year internship at First
Church in Boston on her path to ordination as a Unitarian Universalist minister.
LILIAN “LILY” MONTGOMERY graduated with Honors from NCSU on June 7 with a Material Science Engineering Degree. She moves and starts employment with James Hardie in Tampa,
Fla. on her return from Europe — a well-deserved multi-week girls’ romp. Lily attended Durham
Public Schools all the way. The very proud mother, BARBARA BICK, lives at 2514 W. Wilson St.
KIM and HENRY KRZYWY are happy to announce two graduations from 2117 Woodrow
St.: JULIA KRZYWY graduated June 9 from Durham School of the Arts and will be attending
Hampshire College in Amherst, Mass. this fall and her brother, MARTIN KRZYWY, graduated
May 28 from Bowdoin College in Brunswick, Me.
Siblings SOPHIE and CY NEFF both graduated in June: Sophie from Northwestern University
in Evanston, Il. and Cy from Riverside High School in Durham. He will attend the University of
North Carolina next year.

Safety Corner
SUMMER IS THE SEASON FOR BURNS
DEAN MICHAELS

With its cookouts and campfires, summer is the busiest season for burn injuries. Always be very
serious and attentive when fire is involved. Injuries due to fire happen easily and fast, especially
when children are involved or alcohol is in use. Oftentimes, kids burn themselves by touching the
sides of cooking grills. Parents should be vigilant and keep children away from cooking areas at all
times. Even after the cooking is done, grills remain hot. Other tips:
• Place the barbecue, fire pit or campfire in an open area away from all walls, fences or other
structures that can ignite.
• Keep a fire extinguisher close at hand and be familiar with how to operate it.
• If someone is burned, seek immediate medical attention.
• Place a metal cover over a burning fire pit to contain embers.
• Never leave a fire burning unattended.
According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, burns and fires are the third-leading
cause of death in the home. In 2010, a fire-related death occurred every 169 minutes and a fire injury
occurred every 30 minutes.
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Community News
JOIN NEIGHBORS AT NATIONAL NIGHT
OUT BEER GARDEN
Find that old stein you brought back from your trip to Germany
and get over to the home of Kim and Tom Miller on Aug. 2 for the annual
National Night Out Neighborhood Beer Garden. If you don’t have a stein,
no worries, the Millers will have one for you. Look for the blue and white
tent. Listen for the oom-pah music. There will be lots of cold German beer,
German wine, German Cheese, and Guglhupf pretzels. There will also be
soft drinks, water and juice. Come meet your neighbors. The fun starts at
6:30 and runs until 9 p.m. or the beer runs out.
National Night Out is an event founded by the National Town Watch
Association and is celebrated on the first Tuesday of August every year.
In Durham, the event is sponsored by the Durham police and sheriff’s
departments and is meant to get neighbors together and build stronger
communities.

WHHNA DONATES TO E.K. POWE
FUNDRAISER
At the April board meeting , the WHHNA Board voted unanimously to again support the E.K. Powe Spring Carnival with a donation
of $300. This year’s carnival on June 4 featured games, a bounce house,
water slide, balloon-making clown, food trucks and silent auction. The
elementary school raises funds for its PTA each year at the event, which
is open to all kids around the neighborhood.

DURHAM CAN SEEKS WHH INVOLVEMENT

Upcoming Neighborhood
Meetings and Events
Jul. 4

 7th Annual WHHN Parade, meet at Oval Park
6
at 10 a.m.

Jul. 5

 eighborhood Board Meeting, 7 p.m., at the
N
home of Molly Stanifer, 2118 Woodrow

Jul. 7	First Thursday food trucks, 5–8 p.m., Oval Park
Aug. 2	National Night Out Neighborhood Beer Garden,
6:30–9 p.m., at the Miller residence, 1110
Virginia Ave.
Aug. 4

First Thursday food trucks, 5-8 p.m., Oval Park

Aug. 6

 ovies in the Park with Durham Cycles, after
M
dusk, at Oval Park

Aug. 9

 eighborhood Board Meeting, 7 p.m., at the
N
home of Catie Shaffer, 3112 Sprunt

Sep. 1

First Thursday food trucks, 5-8 p.m., Oval Park

Sep. 6

 eighborhood Board Meeting, 7 p.m., at the
N
home of Chris Rusconi, 1429 Pennsylvania

Oct. 1

Movies in the Park, after dusk, at Oval Park

M E L A N I E M I D D L E TO N

When Durham high school students participated in Durham
Congregations, Associations & Neighborhoods’ (CAN) youth listening
session last fall, one of the important issues that came to the forefront was
the need for more high school counselors. Over the past six months, they
successfully negotiated with Durham Public School administrators and
Durham County Commissioners to bring these much needed resources to
their high schools. At a recent meeting we got to evaluate and celebrate the
work of the Durham CAN Youth Team, and that’s just some of the work
this great organization does.
WHHNA is a member of Durham CAN and I would like to invite you to
become part of the core team that represents our neighborhood at the Metro
meetings and Assemblies. We will support the continued efforts of tackling
Durham’s greatest challenges, like ensuing downtown remains affordable
for average residents and universal pre-K. Please contact Melanie Middleton at marollm@yahoo.com for more information. Also, you are invited to
invest in the work of Durham CAN by making a donation to the “Friends
of Durham” campaign. Donate online at www.durhamcan.org/donate or
by mail at Durham CAN, 4907 Garret Road, Durham, NC 27707.

NOTABLE NEIGHBORS PASS ON
TO M M I L L E R

Watts - Hillandalers mark with sadness the passing of
two long-time neighbors: Pender Upchurch, Jr., of Englewood Avenue
and Eva Johnson of Indian Trail. Each lived in the neighborhood for more
than 60 years. The neighborhood was important to Pender and Eva. They
and their spouses were among the first to join the neighborhood association
when it was formed in 1984.
PENDER UPCHURCH was a native of Durham County and grew
up on a farm on Fayetteville Road. He served in the Coast Guard during
World War II. He was a real estate agent by profession. He and his
wife, Merle, moved to Englewood Avenue in 1955. Together Pender
and Merle raised a son, Gene, and daughter, Kay. Pender was a craftsman and loved to work in ceramics. The pieces he gave to friends and
relatives are now treasured reminders of his courtly manners and the
(continued on page 6)
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Development Round-up
This time we start on Broad Street. The
American Dance Festival Building in the 700
block has two new ground floor retail tenants.
On the right, where Hummingbird bakery used
to be, is BIG BUNDTS. This exceptional
bakery started in 2009 in the kitchen of Kristen Benkendorfer’s Chapel Hill home. Then
she moved to a space in Straw Valley along the
Durham Chapel Hill Boulevard. It was a big
boost for her business, but the location was difficult to reach. Her new Broad Street shop solves
that problem and business has jumped again.
Kristen up-fitted the space with new ovens and
other equipment and everything is baked fresh
on-site. In addition to her fabulous bundt cakes
she makes a variety of layer cakes, cupcakes, and
even a crème-filled chocolate snack cake nostalgically made to look like the little Hostess cakes
of childhood memory — except Kristen’s are
sooo much better! Sweets are the order of the
day, but there are also savories like little quiches
and tomato pies. Big Bundts opened on April 12.
The left side of the building is now the
SCARLET ROOSTER, a home, bath, and
gourmet shop owned and operated by Todd
Smith and Shawn Collier. Todd and Shawn
take special care to find and sell the best specialty
items for home and entertaining from near and far.
There are soaps, lotions, and bath products from
England and France and Carolina Caramels and
Sweeten Creek toffees from Chapel Hill. There
are decorative cushions, lamps, table linens, rugs,
and even some women’s clothing, bags, and other
accessories. This is the second Scarlet Rooster in
North Carolina. The first is in Warrenton.
In May, NICE PRICE BOOKS closed
after nearly 30 years in business and 15 years
on Broad Street. Owners and neighbors Cindy
Kamoroff and Barry Blanchette opened their first
used book and music store in Carrboro and then
expanded to shops in Durham and Raleigh. As
opportunities, development patterns, and their
own lives changed, they sold their stores until
only the Broad Street Shop remained. Customers will miss picking up a good read and testing
Barry’s uncanny knowledge of books, records,
and politics. Cindy has a new career as a real
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estate broker with Peak, Swirles and Cavallito.
The old Nice Price space will soon be home to
a new PAPA JOHN’S pizza restaurant. Further north on Broad Street, the CAROLINA
CONSIGNMENT SHOP has closed after
only a year-and-a-half in business. The now vacant store space between Watts Grocery and
Oval Park Grille is being offered for lease.
North of I-85, on North Pointe Drive near
Guess Road, is the CORNER FRENCH
BAKERY. Although the location has less-thanideal visibility on the back of a highway commercial building, the shop itself is charming, and the
quality of the wares has brought a loyal following. The shelves and cases are filled with fresh
baguettes, peasant loaves, and sourdoughs, and
lovely sweets like eclairs, brownies and tarts. The
dining area is furnished with an eclectic mixture
of comfy chairs, vintage tables, and homey decorations that beg customers to sit and savor. Master
French baker Benjamin Messaoui treats every
visitor like a neighbor. Born and raised in Paris,
he has more than 30 years’ experience. Messaoui
shares his knowledge in regular baking classes.
Neighbors north of Ellerbe Creek have expressed some concern about J. T. TIRE, the
new and used tire shop that recently opened in
the old Suggs plumbing building in the 2100
block of Sovereign Street. Tucked between Sovereign and right of way for I-85, the property has
been zoned and used for commercial purposes
for decades. It is located on the uneasy residential-commercial boundary in the northeast corner of the neighborhood. There are single-family
homes next door and directly across the street.
When the building was built more than 50 years
ago, zoning rules did not require buffers next to
residential properties. Some neighbors in the area
wish that commercial uses were not allowed to
intrude so far west along Sovereign. In recent
years, the building has been home to a number of
fairly low-key tenants including a heating and air
conditioning business. J. T. Tire has several locations in town. The Sovereign Street building also
houses RIVER BEND STUDIO, a furniture
repair and refinishing shop owned by William
Flowers. River Bend offers expert furniture repairs including refinishing, regluing, fabrication
of broken and missing parts, and seat caning. They

have an excellent reputation for restoring even
severely damaged antique and heirloom pieces.
Finally, in April, DURHAM ROOTS
FARMERS’ MARKET began operating Saturday mornings in the parking lot near the theaters
at Northgate Mall. The market was established
especially for Durham County producers. Recently vendors at the market have included Dandies Farm featuring radishes, mushrooms, lettuces, kale, and other greens; Bull City Farm offering
pork and eggs from free range animals; Prodigal
Farm with a range of goat’s milk cheeses; and Architectural Trees selling herbs, landscape plants,
and trees. More farmers and a wider range of
produce are expected in summer. The market
opens at 8 a.m. and runs until noon. Thanks go to
Northgate Mall for making this amenity available.

Rezoning in the Works for
Hillsborough Road
C i t y p l a n n e r s a r e wo r k i n g on a
plan to refine the boundaries of the Erwin Road
“compact neighborhood tier” and convert it into
a “design district.” If ultimately approved by the
city council, this process will result in a complete rezoning of properties along Hillsborough
Road from Grey Stone Church west to Fulton/
Hillandale. The change could stimulate considerable redevelopment of the area.
Under Durham’s zoning scheme, there are areas
called “compact neighborhood tiers” where intense
development is allowed. These areas encircle the
proposed light rail stations where more intense
development is required to support the rail transit
model. There are already five compact neighborhood tiers, including downtown and Ninth Street,
and two more are being created. Both the downtown and Ninth Street tiers have already been
turned into design districts.
In a design district under the city’s UDO (unified development ordinance), the conventional usetype zoning categories are scrapped and replaced
with new zoning categories which, while they still
regulate use a little, rely much more on regulating
how buildings look – what design or form they
take. In a design district, there is a core subdistrict
where the biggest buildings are allowed, a support
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1 subdistrict surrounding it where slightly smaller buildings are allowed, and then, at the edges,
a transitional or support 2 subdistrict where the
buildings allowed are likely to be in scale with
neighboring properties outside the district. All
new buildings have to conform to one or more of
several forms or “building frontage types.” With
few exceptions, the most intense development
allowed in Durham can occur in design districts.
Today the boundaries of the Erwin Road compact neighborhood tier stretch deep into Duke’s
campus and span the freeway and reach up to take
in the houses along Alabama Avenue in Old West
Durham. The Crest Street neighborhood is located
within the compact tier and so is Duke’s Medical
Center. For months now, city planners have been
meeting with stakeholders in the area to talk about
converting the compact tier into a design district.
The Crest Street neighbors decided they wanted
no part of a design district when they learned that
single-family use is not allowed in a design district.
Also, Duke doesn’t want to be in the proposed design district either. They already have sweetheart
zoning called “University-College” that gives them
the right to do pretty much whatever they want.
Responding to the input they received, the
planners have proposed new boundaries for the
compact neighborhood tier that exclude the Crest
Street neighborhood and most of Duke’s campus.
The new plans also pull the boundaries back to
the back lot lines of the houses facing Alabama in
Old West Durham so that only properties fronting
Hillsborough will be included.
One issue with new boundaries is that without the Crest Street neighborhood, the area along
Hillsborough Road north of the freeway is an
island disconnected from the rest of the revised
Erwin Road compact tier. The area will, however,
be connected to the existing Ninth Street design
district that currently ends at Grey Stone Church.
The city planning staff has advised that if the new
boundaries for the Erwin Road compact tier are
approved, they will treat the orphaned Hillsborough Road section as an extension of the Ninth
Street design district and not a part of a new Erwin
Road design district. This means planners probably will ask the city council to rezone the whole
Hillsborough Road strip from its predominantly
commercial and industrial zoning to the support 2
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subdistrict. Under support 2, new buildings must
conform to one of the building frontage types and
may be used for a mixture of office, commercial, and
residential purposes, but not industrial uses. Under
the current zoning, this mixing of uses is generally
not allowed. Also, the maximum building height in
support 2 would be 45 feet in most cases – lower
than the maximum allowed today.
Because the city has grown and changed since
the days when industrial development seemed appropriate for what was then the western edge of
town, leaders in the Old West Durham neighborhood favor rezoning the Hillsborough Road area to
what they perceive will be a more neighborhood
friendly zone. The new rules should also stimulate
redevelopment because they offer developers a wider array of uses for which there is market demand.
Right now, Durham has put the design district
idea into practice only in downtown and the Ninth
Street compact neighborhood tier. Much of the
building activity you have seen around Ninth Street
lately is a result of the design district conversion. In
some ways it has worked well – we have gotten a
lot of new, intense development around a proposed
rail station. In other ways it hasn’t worked exactly
as we had hoped. There is no affordable housing. In
fact, housing isn’t required at all. It is just luck that
the market demanded new apartments when the
Ninth Street district was approved. Development
in the core and support 1 subdistricts has favored a
single pattern – five to six story apartment buildings wrapped around a parking deck. This architectural monoculture is a weakness that was not
anticipated. Also, the building frontage regulations
have proved to be too loosey-goosey so that none
of the buildings built under the new rules actually
look much like the frontage types contemplated by
the code. City planners are working to fix these
and other problems.

Pocket Neighborhood Zoning Idea
Advances
In 2011 , Washington State architect Ross Chapin published a book called Pocket Neighborhoods in
which he extolled the virtues of tightly organized
little neighborhoods of small homes. Ideally the
neighborhood would occupy no more than two

NOTABLE
HAPPENINGS
IN OUR NECK OF
THE WOODS

acres. The individual lots are small, but nearly all
of the houses front upon a shared lawn or garden.
Also, parking and interior automobile circulation
would be shared. There would be no “snout houses” with garages dominating the façades. A common community building would be a plus and to
preserve neighborhood cohesion, there must never
be more than 15 houses in total. The idea is not
entirely new. It has historical antecedents in the
bungalow courts of the 1910s and 20s.
Chapin’s book fired the imagination of new urbanist developers and planners around the country,
including Durham’s Bob Chapman. In the 1990s,
Chapman developed the new traditional homes
for Duke University in the Trinity Heights neighborhood. He arranged for Ross Chapin to come to
Durham and present the pocket neighborhood idea
to a group of developers, neighborhood advocates,
planners, and city leaders. Chapman is currently employing some pocket neighborhood ideas
in his new “Rosewalk” development on a fiveacre parcel on Club Boulevard near Duke Street.
Chapman was not alone. Neighborhood advocates
active with the InterNeighborhood Council also
read Chapin’s book and began to see the pocket
neighborhood model as a way of increasing residential density on in-fill parcels in Durham in
an innovative and controlled way that would not
threaten existing neighborhoods nearby. It could
also allow for architectural diversity and provide a
residential alternative to the giant “Texas Donut”
apartment buildings going up around Durham’s
planned transit centers.
During 2015, the InterNeighborhood Council set up a committee to look into amending
Durham’s zoning laws to allow pocket neighborhoods. Duke Park’s Bill Anderson provided the
spark for effort. Aware that Chapman was also
interested, the group soon called him in. Using the
principles in Chapin’s book and the pocket neighborhood rules already adopted by other cities as
guides, the committee has drafted a rough outline
of what Durham might do. The struggle throughout has been to make sure that the new rules result
in the development of real neighborhoods and not
just super dense warrens of cheap, ugly dwelling
units. What neighborhood advocates do not want
is a rule which would prompt a developer to tear
(continued on page 6)
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down two or three adjoining homes in an existing neighborhood to replace them with a jumble
of 15 or more new houses with no yards and no
neighborhood feel.
Neighborhood advocates on the committee
oppose the idea of allowing pocket neighborhood
development in existing single family residential
zones by right. Instead, they envision a new “pocket neighborhood” zoning district that could be
created by going through the rezoning process.
This would allow nearby residents an opportunity to be heard before a final decision is made.
Neighborhood advocates have no objection, however, to allowing pocket neighborhoods by right
in multifamily, office, neighborhood commercial
and planned density residential zones.
If the committee’s final product is satisfactory

to the full InterNeighborhood Council, the next
step would be to ask the city council to endorse
the idea as a city-initiated amendment to the
zoning code.

Planners Needed for Artwalk
GALIA GOODMAN

The 14th Annual Watts-Hillandale/Old
West Durham and Friends Artwalk will be held
on Nov. 12 from 12-5 p.m. Each year we look
forward to this neighborhood event, when local
homes open up to display the wares of dozens of
painters, sculptors, textile artists, ceramic artists
and more.
This year we will be adding some new mem-

Community News

bers to the planning committee. Two of the
Middleton family, Melanie and Gayley, will be
assisting Galia Goodman in the overall tasks of
registration, site planning and trouble shooting.
Sally Adkin has graciously agreed to continue
her PR role, and K and Dana Brown will continue to ably advertise the walk through their
great sign committee’s work. We will continue
the Facebook page, with the hope that we can
reach more folks through social media.
If you, or someone you know, would like to
help us throw a great Artwalk as well as a fabulous neighborhood party, please email Galia at
galiaarts@gmail.com soon: We hope to have the
first of several organizing meetings by the end
of July, and the application, fee information and
other details will be released by mid-August.

(continued from page 3)

twinkle in his eye. He and Merle walked along neighborhood streets
every day and he mowed the lawn and worked around the house into
his 80s. Pender died on Feb. 26. He was 93. He is survived by Merle,
their children and their families.
EVA JOHNSON died on April 29. She was born Eva Whitaker in
Durham in 1923. In 1944 she married Merle S. “Dub” Johnson. In 1947,
they moved to their home on Indian Trail. At the time it was one of only
a few homes north of the golf course. There they raised their children,
daughter Lynne and son Jeffrey. In addition to being a homemaker, Eva
was a member of Bethany United Methodist Church and was active in
all aspects of church life. Eva is survived by Dub, their children, and
their families.
It is appropriate also to note the unexpected passing of a tireless Durham
neighborhood advocate, BILL ANDERSON. Bill was a champion of
the Duke Park neighborhood for decades. He fought to beautify the park
and constantly pressed the city to restore the historic bath house and make
it a community center. He was booster of the Ellerbe Creek Watershed
Association and its Beaver Queen pageant. Year after year he organized
Duke Park’s Night of Lights event. He supported Partners Against Crime
and neighborhood watch. He was a fearless enemy of those who dumped
trash illegally and woe betide anyone who thought they could sell drugs
out in the open where Bill could see them. Bill was his neighborhood’s
representative at the InterNeighborhood Council and served as president
for a time. He was the heart and soul of the council’s Neighborhood Hero
awards program. As the emcee of awards ceremony, Bill regularly would
tear up when he read the citations for winners. Bill was working hard
on several INC committees when he died without warning in March.
He was only 59. Bill’s loss is a blow to neighborhoods across Durham.
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OPINION: GOOD NEIGHBORS
JAMIE GRUENER

Neighbors! Do you live here? Then this article is for you.
Young and old, new and seasoned, we are all very fortunate to share this
neighborhood of Watts Hospital-Hillandale. Some have lived here for
decades, while others have just moved in (free boxes, anyone?). What we
all share is membership in this community. Whether you own your home
or lease, we are all equally neighbors and share a responsibility to be good
neighbors. And being a good neighbor comes in all sorts of flavors, whether
that’s lending a shovel, watering some plants, or feeding your neighbor’s cat.
Every once in a while someone forgets that they are part of a community
and leaves their music on loud late at night, or has a party that gets a bit
raucous. And that’s challenging for everyone. Do you call the police? Do
you just ignore it?
Ideally you can call your neighbors, or walk on up, and say, “Hey, your
party is getting a bit out of hand, can you please tone it down?” The music
gets quieter and everyone has a sleep for the night.
But it doesn’t always work that way, and when that happens sometimes
people call the police. There’s no parent to complain to, or maybe direct
interaction seems scary, or not wanted. What then?
Call the police, it’s what they are there for. Not every call needs to be a
dramatic event; sometimes it’s just a neighbor that forgot to be a neighbor.
And if the police are having a conversation with you, it’s almost certainly
because one of your neighbors wasn’t able to. Respect that call for what
it was. A plea for help.
So, be a good neighbor. Meet the folks who live just feet from your
house. Keep those lines of communication open. You never know when
you might need to borrow an egg, a cup of sugar, or ask a neighbor to turn
their music down.
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These businesses are sponsoring this newsletter. Please support them as they support us.
Please contact Dean Michaels at winebydean@gmail.com to reserve space for your ad.

Your full service, AAHA accredited
veterinary hospital for all of your
pet’s life stages.

Donald Hoover, DVM
Practice Owner Since 1992

Maia Broussard, DVM, CVA, CCRP

Ask about our Wellness Clinic:
No office fee for well pets
$6 Canine Rabies Vaccine
$15 each for other vaccines

Wellness Clinic appointment times
are limited. Please call to schedule.

Offering acupuncture and therapeutic laser services.
Experienced, individualized, progressive care for
your pets.

919-383-5578
www.westsideanimal.com

PLACE YOUR BUSINESS ADVERTISEMENT HERE
AND REACH OVER 1,300 NEIGHBORHOOD HOMES
$50 PER ISSUE OR $180 PER YEAR (4 ISSUES)

Chispita Maids
Cleaning Service
Residential & Commercial Cleaning
• Recurring • One Time • Move IN • Move OUT •
+15 years experience • great references

919-698-8027 • Call for Free Estimates

ChispitaMaids@gmail.com

M D
One of the country’s finest
selections of modernist jewelry.

Brightleaf Square, Durham

Classes for people of all
shapes and sizes!
• Ballet • Lyrical • Jazz
• Modern • Tap
• Hip-Hop • Break Dance
• Belly Dance • African • Salsa
• Swing • Pilates • CardioFunk
• Kids’ classes • & More!

1920 1/2 Perry St, Durham • (919)286-6011
ninthstreetdance.com
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